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Abstract. The extreme points of the closed convex hull of some classical

families of univalent functions analytic on the open unit disk, e.g. the convex,

K, and starlike, St, have recently been characterized. These characterizations

are used to determine an explicit representation for the class of linear

homeomorphisms of the extreme points of the closed convex hulls of K and

St and thus of the hulls themselves. With the aid of these representations it

is shown that every linear homeomorphism of K or St is a rotation, i.e.

convolution with {exp(i>t6*): n = 0,1,...}. In the way of a positive result: if

9 is the convex set of analytic functions with positive real part and/(0) = 1

and £ is a linear homeomorphism of 9, then t(St) C St, but t(K) <t K.

Some recent papers have been interested in the study of linear operators on

&, the space of functions analytic on A = {z: \z\ < 1}, which preserve

geometric properties of functions belonging to certain well-known subsets of

the family of normalized univalent functions, S. (For convolution operators

and those of order zero see [6], [7], [8]; for general operators see [5], [9], [10].)

The main purpose of this paper is to characterize the set of linear homeomor-

phisms of the extreme points of the closed convex hulls of the convex and

starlike functions and thus all linear homeomorphisms of and between these

families. In the second part of this paper we study the effects of linear

operators on these families where the linear operator is a homeomorphism of

9, the functions of positive real part with/(0) = 1. We first introduce some

terminology and preliminary results.

1. Let & denote the set of functions analytic in A. Then & is a locally convex

linear topological space with respect to the topology given by uniform

convergence on compact subsets of A. A complex sequence x = {x„}^°=0 is

called analytic if the corresponding power series 2 xnzn has radius of

convergence r(x) > 0. For each 0 < t < oo, let &t be the set of all analytic

sequences x for which r(x) > /. Then a, is an FK space, [11], and & and &x
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can be identified in the natural way. By a continuous linear operator on & we

mean a mapping £ of & to â which is both linear and continuous, briefly

t(af+g) = at(f) + e(g) and if /„ -+/ in the topology of & then £(/„)

-+ £(/) in &. Each linear operator on & can be represented in the following

way as a matrix £ = (ank), n, k = 0,1,2,-If f(z) = 2"=0 bnz", then

£(/) = 2"-o c„z" where cn = 2?-0 ankbk, n = 0, \, 2, .... The following

theorem, the basis of whose proof can be found in [4], characterizes linear

operators from &s to 6?,.

Theorem 1. Each of the following are necessary and sufficient for £ = (ank) to

map &s into &t (0 < t,s < oo):

(i)/or each ß E (0,/), 3a E (0,i) and M such that 2„ \ank\ß"a~k < M for

every k,

(ii) for each ß E (0,/), 3a E (0,i) and M such that \ank\ß"a~k < M for all

n and k.

Note that with s = t = \ condition (ii) implies that for each n, xn

= {a„fc}¿°=o is an analytic sequence with r(x„) > 1/a > 1.

Let â(0) be the subspace of all functions in & which vanish at the origin and

let S be the subset of univalent functions in 61(0) with/'(0) = 1. Denote by K

and St the subsets of S for which/(A) is respectively convex and starlike with

respect to the origin. Let 'X8 denote the closed convex hull of any subset 5 of

& and S%5 its extreme points. (See [3, Chapter 5] for basic definitions and

results.) In [1] it was shown that

ë%K = {/:/(z) = z/(l - xz),|x| = 1},

S%St = [f:f(z) = z/(\ - xz)2,|x| = 1).

Lemma 1. Let M be the set of infinite matrices A(y,9) = (ank) generated by

9real,\y\< 1 (2*_0 «Qfc2* - 0 then
(i) M is a group under infinite matrix multiplication which is isomorphic to the

group of bilinear transformations of the closed unit disk onto itself.

(ii) // A is considered as a sequence-to-sequence transformation then A is one-

to-one on (x: {xk} = 0(k)}.

Proof, (i) The desired isomorphism maps A to its corresponding generating

bilinear map of A, and matrix multiplication corresponds to function compo-

sition. Note .4(0,0) = / and A~x(y,9) = A(ye'9,-9). Associativity follows

from the fact that all the generating functions as power series expanded about

the origin have radius of convergence greater than one and hence are

absolutely convergent on A.

(ii) Let x = [xk] = 0(k). It suffices to show that
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A(yx,9x)[A(y2,92)x] = [A(yx,0x)A(y2,92)]x

since M is a group. If A(yx,9x) = (ank) and A(y2,02) = (bnk) and yn

= *2kbnkxk> then

2 a^ = 2 an(2 Z^xJ = 2(2 aJnbnk)xk
n n \ k / k   \ n /

where the interchange in summation is permissible since 2* \ank\ \xk\ < °°> n

= 0, 1, 2, ..., and 2 \b„k\ |xj < oo, « = 0, 1, 2, .... This again follows

since the generating functions for (ank) and (bnk) have radius of convergence

greater than one and the image of A under one generating function is included

in the domain of the other.

Theorem 2. Let tbe a continuous linear operator on &(0); then the following

statements are equivalent:

(i) £ is a one-to-one mapping of %K onto %K.

(ii) £ is a one-to-one mapping of & %K onto & %K.

(iii) £ = (ank) where A = (ank) G M (see Lemma 1).

Proof, (ii) => (iii). Let £ be a continuous linear operator on &(0) which is

a bijection of S %K. £ is represented as (ank). Moreover, x = {<ilt)"=0 is an

analytic sequence with r(x) > 1 (Theorem 1). If / E & %K then

/(z) = z/(l-xz),        |jc|-1.

Let x = «?'♦, then £({<?'**}2°_0) = {«'"'}"-o for some 9- This implies

^k°=oaike'k't' = e'9- Hence 2a1A:z* represents an analytic function on |z| < R,

R > 1, which maps A homeomorphically onto itself, thus

2 axkzk =   e'a Z_ _y,   ,    for some |y| < 1 and a real.

By induction it follows that

2 «»***= [^^t]"'     « = o,i,2,....

This follows upon equating coefficients of respective power series.

(iii) => (ii). Suppose A G M. Then A is a linear operator on &%K into &%K.

Lemma 1 implies A is 1-1 on &%K. Clearly A is onto, hence a linear bijection

of $%K.

(ii) => (i). Assume £ is a linear bijection of & %K. The representation of

(iii) again implies £ is 1-1 on %K. A is into %K. [Lety £ %K, then 3ys —>y

where ys = 2na„(8)en(8), 2a„ = I, an > 0, en(8) an extreme point of %K

(Krein-Milman theorem [3]), but

A(ys) = Ilan(8)A(en(ô)) =^an(8)e'n(8),       e'n(8) G &%K.

Hence A(y) = \ims A(ys) G %K.] Likewise, A is onto %K.
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(i) => (ii). Let £ be a linear bijection of %K. Then £ is linear and 1-1 on &%K.

[&%K E XK by the Krein-Milman theorem.] Suppose f E &%K but £(/)

E &%K. Then £(/) = tgx + (1 - t)g2, gx * g2, gx, g2 E %K, 0 < t < I,

but

/ = /£-»(*,) + (1 - /)£-'(g2) E &%K,       £-x(gx) * £-'(g2).

Likewise, £ can be shown to be onto $ %K.

For notational convenience we shall write for/(z) E &(0),

/(z)=   i  bkzk+X =b0z + bxz2+---,
k=0

and hence £(/) = 2^=o cnz"+i> wnere cn = 2^=0 ankbk- 'n l^e sequel we

shall also drop the exp(/f9) factor in the generating functions for the class M,

since this factor merely causes a rotation of £(/ ) and for our results does not

affect the geometry of the range of £(/).

Theorem 3. Letf(z) = 2¡T=o ****+I G &(°) and A = (ank) e M then

(I)        AU) = 60V(1 - rx) + J, V2^y [f^i]'"' ;

t?<7M7W7/<?/?//y,

(2) A(f) =

l)Jy-z\

y-*        (y-zY

,j-Abo-ybil z = y-
(i - m )

Proof. A(f) = 2iT=o Ckzk+X where ck = 2,°L0 ak¡b¡< ̂us

A(f) =   2   ( 2 akib)zk+x =  2/, ( i  akizk+x\        \z\ < 1.
7c = 0  \l = 0 / i=0      \A:=0 /

To obtain expressions for 2¿°=o akiz>C+1 consider

çS((z)=l/(l-7[(y-z)/(l-fz)]).

Then <b,(z) is analytic for |?| < 1 and |z| < 1.

(3) <¡>,(z) = 2 '"[f^AÍ = t/(Äfl"*z*) = 5( 2 ankt")
„=0      L1        VZJ n = 0      \<t=0 / k=0 \n=0 /

But

(4) xn       1-^ * -1-YZ  2   F-^fz*w *'(z)    T^7 i - [(y - /)/(i - Y/)]z " i - yt ¿o Li - yt\

Equating coefficients of zk in (3) and (4) gives

zk.
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oo 1
2  an0tn = y—-, k = 0,

n=0 l        ll

A short calculation gives (1) and (2).

We next obtain a result for linear homeomorphisms of the starlike functions

analogous to Theorems 2 and 3. The method of proof is similar to these results

so we state only the results.

Theorem 4. For ta continuous linear operator on (3,(0) the following statements

are equivalent:

(i) £ is a one-to-one mapping of %St onto %St.

(ii) £ is a one-to-one mapping of &%St onto &%St.

(iii) £ = (ank) where the matrix is given by

(" + 0 [i^Tf]   = J0 fl«*(* + 0**.       H < 1, n = 0, 1, 2, ....

If any of (i)-(m) hold and f(z) = 2£L0V*+1 then

£(/) = ¿v/0 - y*)2 + V2(M2 - 0/(1 - y^)3

(5) + J fe   2 (i - lrl2)[(fc + i + IyI2)^ - 2y] rjL^Ll*"2
k=2 (k+ l)(l-yz)4 U ~7*J

If £ is a linear homeomorphism of a compact subset 5 of & onto 5' then

S%5' = {/':/' = £(/),/ 6 gOC¥}. Thus if £ is a linear homeomorphism of

K or St, it follows with the aid of the Krein-Milman theorem that £ is a linear

homeomorphism of the &%K or &%St respectively. This implies that £ satisfies

the hypotheses of Theorems 3 and 4.

Theorem 5. For £ a linear operator on &(0), £ is a linear homeomorphism of

K or St if and only if t(f(z)) = e~i9f(ei9z), for some real 9, i.e. £ is a rotation.

Proof. To show the result for K it suffices to exhibit for each linear

homeomorphism £ of &%Kanf G A" such that £(/) £ K. Assume in formula

(2) that y is real and 0 < y < 1. Note, if y = 0 then £/(z) = -f(-z) (more

generally a rotation). Let/(z) = \ log[(l + z)/(l - z)], Im(/) e (-77/4,77/4),

then/ G K. By (2)

£ {fMz) yZ     l¿(y       1)lonr(1+Y)(1~¿)1 Izl = 1 z # +1Ey(/)W - Y - 2 +   2(    _    ,2   l0g|_(1 _ y)(1 + z)J> W >•      * ->■
2(7 - *r

Since Jt(l - z)/(l + z), A: > 0, maps C = {z: z = e",0 < / < it} onto m

= 0, v < 0, investigation of £y(/)(e"), í near 0 (i > 0) and / near it (t < tt)

shows that the image of the half circle C by ty(f) has horizontal asymptotes
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77/(1 + y)/4(l - y) and 777(1 - y)/4(l + y). Thus £y(/) can only be convex

for y = 0. For arbitrary y, \y\ < 1, a rotation of f(z) yields a similar result.

To prove the result for St, consider f(z) = z + a2z . Then / E St if and

only if |a2| < \, [2]. Let 0 < y < 1 in formula (5) and a2 = \, then ty(f)(z)

= (z - az2)/(l - yz)\a = y + ±(\ - y2).

RJzhSlM\\ Rcfl+yz z(y-a)       -¡I
l ßY(/)W/L_,      Kel 1 - vz + (1 - Yz)(l - az)j\z=x

= -r(l + y)/(l-r)2<0.

Thus £ (/) is not starlike for all 0 < y < 1. For general y = pe'*, 0 < p

< 1, consider/(z) = z + a2z2, a2 = \e'*. Then the behaviour of £ (/) near

e'* yields a similar result.

If £ is a nontrivial linear homeomorphism of &%K, then the example

/(z) = [(1 + z)/(l - z)]1/2 - 1 E K can be used to show £(K) Ct S. Similar-

ly the example f(z) = z + \el*z2 shows that t(St) <t S, for £ a nontrivial

linear homeomorphism of &%St. The techniques and examples just used also

show that the only linear homeomorphism from K to St is £(/(z)) = zf'(z)

followed by a rotation. With these theorems in mind the positive result of the

next section is surprising.

2. Let 9 be the compact convex set in 6E with positive real part and/(0) = 1.

Then

m = {f:f(z) = (1 + xz)/(l - xz),|x| = 1}.

In [9] and in a paper to appear [10], T. Sheil-Small has investigated linear

operators on & which are maps from 9 to ÍP. The following results are restricted

to homeomorphisms of "éP.

Theorem 6. Let £ be a continuous linear operator on &, then the following

statements are equivalent:

(i) £ is a one-to-one mapping of 9 onto 9.

(ii) £ is a one-to-one mapping of S9 onto S?P.

If(i) or (Ü) holds andf(z) = 2£=o bkz>C e â then

(6)

(i-Y*r*-i
.2 -, nj2

°L(1 - yz)(f - z)J + "(I - yz)(y -zY\i-yz)' * Y'

h(L±K\

Proof. The proof follows exactly the line of proof in Theorems 2 and 3

upon noting that 9 is convex and compact.
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Lemma 2. If f G St and p is given (0 < p < 1), then f can be uniformly

approximated in \z\ < p by functions of the form

(7) F(z) = zl Ô 0 - ekz)X",
I   k=\

where \ek\ = 1, Xk > 0 a«í/2¡t=i \t = 2.

The proof of this lemma is generally known and is a consequence of a

similar assertion for functions with positive real part in A as given by the

Herglotz formula.

Theorem 7. Let tbe a linear operator on & which is a linear homeomorphism

of 9. Then iff G St, £(/) is starlike with respect to the origin but t(K) <t K.

Proof. If / G St then / can be approximated by functions F given by (7).

Therefore £(/) is approximated by £(F). If we show each £(F) is of the form

(7), then £(/) will be starlike. From (6) and (7)

WO)- ,hr|2~l     -ht—z--r

n (i - eky)x> no- v) *
*=1 k=\

whereof = (y - ek)/(l - eky).

Since \8k\ = 1 we see that £(F) has the desired form (7), thus £(F) is

starlike with respect to the origin, although not in St as £(/) is not properly

normalized.

The function/(z) = \ log[(l + z)/(l - z)] again shows that t(K) <t K.

The author would like to acknowledge helpful communications with Dr. T.

Sheil-Small during the preparation of this paper.
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